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Every day, a programmer needs to answer several questions for the purpose of finding 

solutions and making decisions. It requires the integration of different kinds of project 

(software system) information, as well as, it depends on the programmer’s knowledge, 

experience, skills and inference. 

The main advantage of search-driven development should be that programmers 

save time and resources by reusing (external) source code (components) in their 

software projects. To support search-driven development it is not sufficient to 

implement a “mere” full text search over a base of source code. In [2], authors 

investigated what functionality programmers would ideally like to have in a source 

code search engine. They included characteristics as: review by other independent 

programmers - programmer’s feedback, reviews/ranking for the source code, 

satisfaction level of other programmers, and number of programmers actively using it. 

When a programmer reuses source code he has to trust the work of external 

programmers that are unknown to him. It is possible to solve using a trustability metric 

so that the programmers assess the quality of source code search results. Existing 

approaches are often based on collaborative filtering of programmers’ votes and 

project activity of programmers [1]. It would be helpful for programmers to see not 

only some activity statistics about software project (components) but also a karma 

value of each author (programmer). If a target programmer will easily see in the search 

results that an experienced programmer with good reputation has participated in 

writing the source code (component) then the target programmer will be more likely to 

think about reusing. Thus, author’s reputation can provide information to support 

programmers’ decisions. 

Reputation ranking can be a plausible way to rank source code search results, i.e., 

if we determine programmers’ karma values, we can prefer software components based 

on reputation of their authors. To model programmer’s reputation (to calculate 

programmer’s karma value), we need to investigate software components which he 
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created. We propose programmer’s knowledge model and methods for its automatic 

retrieving. Currently, we focus on two factors, namely, calculation of programmer’s 

know-how about used technologies and calculation of programmer’s karma based on 

importance of components. 

Our focus is to automatically find out, using source code, which technologies 

(libraries) programmers really use, when they used them and their depth (degree) of 

usage. Based on the result, we find out the programmer’s know-how with the specific 

technology in the comparison with other programmers who used (use) this technology 

as well (in a software system). 

Let’s consider the programmer who knows the platform Java which includes 

various technologies. The programmer’s know-how about used technologies is 

represented with so-called know-how score in interval }1{1,0  , where 0 means 

that the programmer does not have any know-how (experience) with the selected 

technology comparing to other programmers, and 1 means that the programmer’s 

know-how about the technology is the highest in the comparison with other 

programmers. The value -1 means that the programmer used the selected technology as 

the only one and therefore we are not able exactly to express his relative experience.  

The method for automatic calculation of programmer‘s know-how about used 

technologies consists of these steps: (1) identification of the author of the source code 

and technologies which were used, (2) construction of the programmer’s model of used 

technologies and the calculation of the know-how score for each used technology. 

The next factor is calculation of programmer’s karma based on importance of 

components which he authored/co-authored. We suppose that the more source code 

fragments of a program (project) refer to a method then its importance is greater. For 

the calculation of method importance, we inspired by PageRank algorithm, where the 

importance of a method is determined by how many methods call it.  

The method for automatic calculation of programmer’s karma consists of three 

main steps, namely, (1) construction of a graph of method dependencies from source 

code of a project and calculation of PageRank score for each method; (2) construction 

of an index which contains a list of all the methods, the number of their Logical Lines 

of Code, calculated PageRank score, authors with determining their degree of 

authorship; and (3) calculation of programmers’ karma. 
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